“NINE ‘N DINE”
WEDNESDAY September 3rd - @ 4:00 PM
Coronado
ENTRY FORM

PLAYER ______________________________________________________
HANDICAP INDEX______________________ GHIN NUMBER____________________
MEMBER ID#______________________________________________________________

PLAYER _________________________________________________________________
HANDICAP INDEX______________________ GHIN NUMBER _______________________
MEMBER ID#______________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE NUMBER ____________________________

ENTRY FEE ENCLOSED: $20.00/couple includes Dinner & Prizes. CHECKS OR CASH ONLY. Green Fees and Cart fees will be paid the day of play of the tournament.
CANCELLATIONS MUST BE MADE 24 HOURS PRIOR TO THE EVENT OR YOU WILL FORFEIT YOUR ENTRY FEE.

FORMAT:” Introduction to “Hack Golf -- PLAY WILL BE A TWO PERSON STRAIGHT SCRAMBLE. MEN WILL PLAY FROM THE WHITE TEES AND WOMEN FROM THE GOLD TEES.

A HANDICAP FORMULA AND PERCENTAGE WILL BE CALCULATED TO DETERMINE WINNERS. PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO THE TOP SEVEN PLACES BASED ON A FULL FIELD (30 teams). THERE WILL ALSO BE CLOSEST TO THE HOLE PRIZES.

PLAY WILL START PROMPLY AT 4:00 PM ON THE FRONT NINE OF THE GOLF COURSE. ALL USGA RULES APPLY AND ANY LOCAL RULES WILL BE GIVEN AT THE TIME OF PLAY.

DINNER AND AWARDS WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING PLAY.

SIGN UP EARLY…ENTRIES ARE LIMITED TO THE FIRST 30 TEAMS. PLEASE RETURN ENTRY TO Coronado GOLF SHOP.